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Abstract 

Parafoveal word processing was examined during Korean reading.  Twenty four 

native speakers of Korean read sentences in two conditions while their eye movements 

were being monitored. The boundary paradigm (Rayner, 1975) was used to create a 

mismatch between characters displayed before and after an eye movement contingent 

display change. In the first condition, the critical previews were correct case markers in 

terms of syntactic category (e.g., object marker for an object noun) but with a 

phonologically incorrect form (e.g., using ꌱ instead of 냹 when the preceding noun ends 

with a consonant). In the second condition, incorrect case markers in terms of syntactic 

category were used, also creating a semantic mismatch between preview and target. 

Results include a small but significant parafovea-on-fovea effect on the preceding 

fixation, combined with a large effect on late measures of target word reading when a 

syntactically incorrect preview was presented. These results indicate that skilled Korean 

readers are quite sensitive to high-level linguistic information available in the parafovea.    

 

 

 

Keywords: Korean reading; Eye movements; Parafoveal preview; Syntactic Processing; 

Semantic Processing.   
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During the last two decades, eye movements have been used very successfully to 

study many aspects of reading. One of the shortcomings in this line of research has been 

that most of the work was focused on languages like English, German and French that all 

use the Roman alphabetic writing system (Radach & Kennedy, 2004).  However, more 

recently, the field has started to close this gap, paying more attention to other languages 

and writing systems. A growing number of studies is focusing on Chinese, making it the 

prototypical alternative research environment, in which many of the issues are now being 

addressed that have been central to research in European languages. In contrast, only a 

few studies have looked at other writing systems, such as Hebrew, Japanese, Arabic or 

Thai.  

A key issue that has recently been addressed in both English/German and Chinese 

is the parafoveal processing of semantic information.  The acquisition of information 

from words to the right of the currently fixated position is a key feature of skilled reading. 

Work demonstrating such parafoveal preview typically uses the boundary paradigm 

(Rayner, 1975), where a previously masked target word is revealed after the eyes have 

crossed an invisible boundary just left of this target. The resulting increase in word 

viewing time serves as an indirect indicator of parafoveal processing benefit. Research 

into the nature of the information that can be acquired parafoveally has reliably 

demonstrated that readers obtain orthographic (e.g., Inhoff, 1990; Rayner, Well, Pollatsek, 

& Bertera, 1982) and phonological information (e.g., Pollatsek, Lesch, Morris, & Rayner, 

1992), and that contextual constraint modulates parafoveal word processing (e.g., Balota, 

Pollatsek,  & Rayner, 1985).     
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With respect to the parafoveal extraction of semantic information, the 

predominant opinion has been negative, largely based on failures to empirically 

demonstrate such effects (Altarriba, Kambe, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 2001; Rayner, Balota, 

& Pollatsek, 1986). As an example, Rayner et al. used the boundary paradigm to present 

semantically related previews (tune-song) against conditions of a similar nonword (sorp-

song), a nonrelated word (door-song) and an identical word baseline condition (song-

song). They found facilitation from the visually similar nonword, but not from the 

semantically related preview (relative to the unrelated word condition). This finding is 

quite remarkable, given that the same stimuli produced a standard semantic priming 

effect in a parallel single word recognition experiment. The explanation provided for this 

discrepancy is that during sentence reading semantic information comes into play too late 

in the time course of word processing (see Rayner, White, Kambe, Miller, & Liversedge, 

2003, for a detailed discussion).  

However, this view was recently challenged by Yan, Richter, Shu, and Kliegl, 

(2009) for the case of reading in Chinese. These authors obtained significant parafoveal 

preview effects on fixation and gaze duration for pictographic Chinese preview 

characters which were semantically related to targets. In addition, they also demonstrated 

a parafoveal-on-foveal effect on the duration of the last gaze before entering the target 

string. This line of research was further elaborated by Yan, Zhou, Shu, and Kliegl (in 

press) to include N+2 word target words, so that the existence of semantic preprocessing 

within the (relatively small) perceptual span in Chinese reading appears well documented 

(see also Yan, Risse, Zhou, and Kliegl, in press). More complex is the situation with 

respect to a similar attempt to demonstrate semantic preview effects in German. 
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Hohenstein, Laubrock, and Kliegl (2010) used a combination of the boundary and fast 

priming paradigms, and showed that there was a semantic preview effect when the 

semantically related parafoveal word was available during the initial 125 ms of a fixation 

on the pretarget word. Their results suggest that, at least under favorable conditions, a 

parafoveal extraction of semantic information is also possible in alphabetic script.      

The present paper reports an initial attempt to pursue the issue of high-level 

parafoveal processing in Korean, a language and writing system, in which, to our 

knowledge, this issue has never been studied before. Korean is an excellent candidate to 

address this research question because it uses case markers to signify syntactic functions 

of words (i.e., subject vs. object), immediately providing crucial semantic information 

about thematic roles (e.g. agent, recipient) within the sentence.  While the different case 

markers carry morphosyntactic functions, different forms of markers per given case (e.g., 

subject or object) are used as a function of phonological context of preceding nouns (see 

below for more details). More generally, the Korean writing system is a hybrid between 

European languages and Chinese because Korean combines key features of both 

alphabetic and syllabic writing systems. This provides a unique opportunity to examine 

the influence of syntactic/semantic context vs. phonological context in eye movement 

during reading in an orthography that is phonologically based (i.e., alphabetic) but 

presented in syllable blocks. Before we describe our research design in more detail, a 

brief overview of some key features of the Korean writing system is provided.  

The Korean writing system, Hangul, was invented in the mid-fifteenth century 

(i.e., 1443) by King Sejong and his scholars as a means to increase the literacy rate for 

commoners. Before the invention of Hangul, the Chinese writing system (called hanja) 
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had been used for centuries. However, hanja did not match the Korean sound system and 

only privileged aristocrats (typically males) were able to master it. In modern Korea, 

Hangul is the official script of the Korean language while Hanja (Chinese script) is also 

used as a supplementary script1. Contemporary Hangul has 14 basic consonant, 5 double 

consonant, 10 simple vowel, and 11 complex vowel letters (a total of 40). Hangul is an 

alpha-syllabary such that phonemes as well as syllables are visually represented and 

marked in the writing system. In other words, alphabet letters represent phonemes in a 

fairly consistent manner, and are organized into syllable blocks rather than a linear string 

of letters (Kim, Y.-S., 2011). For example, the five phonemes of a word /hakkyo/ are 

represented in two syllable blocks, 뼎霅, rather than a linear string of five letters, ጡ ጢ 

ጄ ጄ ጮ. This syllabic representation reflects the saliency of the syllable in the Korean 

language. Hangul is similar to the Chinese or Japanese writing systems (both kanji or 

hiragana) in terms of its syllabary properties, but dissimilar from them in terms of its 

basic alphabetic nature (i.e., phonemes are represented by letters).  

Unlike English, in Korean the morphosyntactic relation of a co-occurring element 

with other constituents of the sentence are indicated by case markers2. These case 

markers provide critical morphosyntactic information for processing words to clarify 

potential ambiguity. The Korean language is a left-branching or head final language with 

subject-object-verb as the prototypical order. Thus, important information carried by the 

verb comes at the end of a sentence. Furthermore, in Korean word order tends to be 

                                                 
1 As an example, many newspapers use Hanja (Chinese characters) in parentheses for some homonyms to 

disambiguate the meanings in Korean.  
2 There are approximately 47 markers in Korean such as delimiters and conjunctive particles (Kim, 1999). 

However, in the present study, we focused on frequently occurring case markers which mark the syntactic 

relation of a nominal element with co-ocurring predicate or another nominal.   
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flexible although subject-object order occurs more frequently than the other way around. 

Thus, the fact that verbs occur at the end of a sentence combined with the flexibility in 

word order creates multiple ambiguity for processing basic facts (e.g., the meaning of 

nominals or nominal phrases) in a sentence, compared to a right-branching language such 

as English (Kim, Y., 1999).  

This ambiguity for nominals or nominal phrases is clarified, signaled, and 

determined by case markers, which have no equivalents in many other languages such as 

English (Kim, Y., 1999; Lee & Ramsey, 2000). Specifically, the subject of a sentence is 

marked by the use of a subject marker immediately following a subject noun or a noun 

phrase whereas in English the subject of a sentence is determined by word order. For 

instance, in the Korean sentence, 꾶섡 냙껹 鼁ꇭ鲙 (Younghee Yuna hit), it is not clear 

who agent and recipient are and the sentence can be interpreted as either ‘Younghee hit 

Yuna’ or ‘Yuna hit Younghee’. In this case, at least one case marker (either subject or 

object) is required after the pronouns to clarify the meaning. Thus, the case markers play 

a critical semantic function in Korean (Carlson & Tanenhaus, 1988; Hagstrom & Rhee, 

1997; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994). As postpositions, case markers 

follow a nominal or a nominal phrase or nominalized clause, and an adverb or 

adverbialized clause (Sohn, 1999). Such case markers include subject, object, and 

topical/contrastive markers. Topical makers denote topicality or contrast, and are 

typically translated as “as for” in English (see examples in Appendix A; see Kim, Y., 

1999 for a review of their grammatical and semantic function).  

An important aspect of case markers in Korean that is critical to the present study 

is that a pair of case marker forms exist for subject, topical, and object cases, respectively. 
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Different forms of case markers are obligatorily used in certain phonological contexts. 

The following are pairs of case markers: / 傑 / (넩) and /ka/ (閵) for subject markers; /隙l/ 

(냹) and /l隙l/ (ꌱ) for object markers; and /隙n/ (냵) and /n隙n/ (鱉) for topical markers. 

Appropriate forms of markers are selected depending on the phonological environment of 

the immediately preceding word. The former ones (i.e., 넩, 냹, 냵3) in each pair are used 

when the preceding syllable ends with a consonant and the latter ones (i.e., 閵, ꌱ, 鱉) 

when the preceding syllable ends with a vowel. When the preceding syllable ends with a 

consonant, the selected markers start with vowels so that the consonant for the preceding 

syllable can be resyllabified into the following syllable. As an example, when the subject 

noun is /kuk/ (sup), the subject particle, /傑/ 넩 is used and resyllabified into /ku.k 傑 / 

instead of /kuk. 傑 / (see Kim, Y.-S., 2007). The use of the other subject particle /ka/ is 

illegal. An example of using an object particle (or accusative) in a sentence is presented 

in table 1, upper panel. In this sentence, an object particle, /l隙l/ ꌱ (highlighted) indicates 

that the immediately preceding noun (‘value and meaning’) functions as the object in the 

sentence. Furthermore, the immediately preceding noun, ‘meaning,’ is pronounced as 

/隙傑m傑/ (넍ꖭ) and ends with a vowel /傑/. Thus, /l隙l/ (ꌱ), not /隙l/ (냹), is used.  

Previous studies have shown that Korean adults are sensitive to local grammatical 

cues signaled by case markers for syntactic processing (Kim, Y., 1999; Suh, 1994), and 

                                                 
3 The letter, o, is a consonant letter and represents /ng/ phoneme in the coda position. However, in the onset 

position, it is a silent letter. Thus, the initial phoneme in case markers, 넩, 냹, 냵, are all vowels /i/, /隙/, and 

/隙/, respectively. 
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that Korean adult readers utilize incoming information such as case markers immediately 

attached to the nominal or nominal phrases for syntactic and sematic processing without 

delaying information processing until a verb is available (Kim, Y., 1999).  However, 

there has so far been no research on whether processing is impeded when an incorrect 

phonological form of a case marker is used and how this would compare to the violation 

of using a syntactically (and semantically) incorrect case marker (e.g., a subject marker is 

used when an object marker is required). Thus, in the present study we examined the eye 

movements of proficient adult readers in Korean to investigate to what extent information 

provided by case markers is acquired parafoveally. To this end an invisible boundary was 

placed before a target word and display changes were implemented for half the 

experimental trials as soon as the eyes crossed this boundary. The extent of these changes 

was relatively modest as they only affected the case marker itself, which was always the 

third syllable (and character) of the target word.    

Proficient readers in Korean were presented with two conditions. In the first 

condition, the critical previews were correct case markers in terms of syntactic category 

(e.g., object marker for an object noun) but with a phonologically incorrect form (e.g., 

using ꌱ instead of 냹 when the preceding noun ends with a consonant). In the second 

condition, incorrect case markers in terms of syntactic category were used. For example, 

an object marker ꌱ was used instead of a subject marker 閵 when the syntactic function 

of the noun was clearly that of a subject. The alternative, ꌱ, meets the phonological 

condition for the preceding noun (i.e., ending in a vowel), but is incorrect for the 

syntactic function. Our rationale was that if skilled Korean readers can parafoveally 
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preprocess the disambiguating syntactic (and semantic) information provided by case 

markers, the incorrect previews in condition 2 should lead to inflated viewing times on 

the target words. Since this type of discrepancy between preview and target may 

compromise the integration of word meaning on the sentence level, we hypothesized that 

effects may be substantial and materialize in late temporal measures such as total viewing 

time. In comparison, preview effects in condition 1, where previews are syntactically 

correct but phonologically incorrect, might result in less pronounced and/or short lived 

effects.  

Method 

 

Participants. Twenty four native speakers of Korean were recruited from the 

Florida State University community. All participants had earned their bachelor’s degree 

in Korea and the majority of the students were attending graduate schools and had been 

in the United States less than 5 years at the time of the study. One member of the sample 

was a visiting scholar who had been in the US for 5 months. All readers had normal or 

corrected-to-normal vision, and were given a general statement about the purpose of the 

study before their participation of the experiment (e.g., study of reading in Korean). More 

detailed debriefing information was provided after the experiment. Participants’ age 

ranged from 26 to 45.  

Apparatus and procedure. The sentences were displayed, one at a time, in black 

on a light gray background using a 21 inch IIyama CRT monitor with a display resolution 

of 1,024 x 768 pixels, running at 150 Hz refresh rate. Non-proportional Korean Batang-

type font 14 point was used, and the viewing distance between each reader’s eyes and the 

monitor was set to approximately 82 cm. At this distance, each letter subtended 0.5˚ of 
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visual angle laterally. Viewing was binocular but eye movements were recorded from the 

right eye only using an EyeLink 1000 eye tracking system (SR Research, Mississauga, 

Ontario, Canada) sampling at a rate of 1000 Hz. Heads were positioned on a chin rest to 

minimize head movements. Relative accuracy of measurement was in the order of 0.02˚, 

absolute accuracy was maintained at less than one character width via calibration and 

validation routines (McConkie, 1981). Before trials began, the accuracy of the eye tracker 

was checked and recalibrated, if necessary. After each sentence, the participants were 

instructed to press a button to continue or to respond to questions.  

Materials and Design. A within subjects 2 (marker type) X 2 (preview) design 

was used. A total of 60 target words were embedded in simple declarative sentences 

presented on a single line (see Appendix A for a list of the stimuli with translations). 

These words had been selected from a corpus which includes the 5,000 most frequently 

used words in Korean adults’ texts based on a total count of 25,585,960 tokens (Lee, Lee, 

Nam, Chung, Lee, & Choi, 1991).  Within conditions frequency of specific target words 

in the sentences is controlled because the same words were used for different forms of 

correct case markers (condition 1) and for incorrect case markers (condition 2). 

Comparing between conditions, the mean target word frequencies were almost identical, 

amounting to 443 per million (SD = 337, ranging from 63 to 1626) in condition 1 and 442 

per million (SD = 286, ranging from 178 to 1331) in condition 2 (t = .02, p =.99).  Target 

words were always two syllable nouns and target case markers were all monosyllabic. In 

Korean, the majority of nouns are two to three syllables (characters) long. Within the 
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sample of sentences used in this study the maximum word length was 9 syllables and 

only about 5 percent of all words were longer than 5 syllables4.     

Subject, topical, and object markers were used in conditions 1 and 2. In condition 

1, each case marker included 10 items with an equal number of different phonological 

forms used before and after change. For instance, for the subject markers, 5 items 

changed from 閵 /ka/ to 넩 /傑/, and 5 items from 넩 /傑/ to 閵 /ka/. There were a total of 30 

items. Condition 2 also had 30 items, and each case maker had 10 items, which were 

divided into 5 items of each phonological form. For example, for the topical maker, 5 

items had 鱉 /n隙n/ after change, and 5 items 냵 /隙n/ after change. To implement each item, 

a unique sentence frame was constructed for each pair of (correct vs. parafoveally 

incorrect) case markers (see appendix for a complete listing of sentences).    

 There were also 65 filler sentences, which reflect various syntactic structures in 

Korean. In addition, a total of 28 simple questions were presented, randomly distributed 

over the set of experimental and filler sentences. These questions ensured that reading for 

comprehension took place. The design included two factors, type of case markers 

(referred to as “condition”), and preview (correct vs. incorrect). In condition 1, an 

“incorrect preview” created a phonological mismatch between the case marker initially 

presented as the third syllable in the critical word and the adequate case maker, which 

was displayed after the right eye had crossed an invisible boundary just before the first 

pixel of the target region. Likewise, in condition 2, an “incorrect preview” created a 

syntactic (& semantic) mismatch between the initially visible case marker and the one 

                                                 
4 The word length was counted based on spacing in Korean. Please see footnote 5 regarding spacing in 

Korean.  
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presented after the display change. Table 1 presents the item format with sentence frames 

that were used in both conditions of the experiment and also illustrates critical words 

displayed before and after a display change.  None of the target words occupied the 

beginning or ending three sentence positions.  In sentences with display changes, the 

change occurred during the initial saccade into the target word (within 5 to 12 ms after 

crossing the invisible boundary) so that at the onset of the initial fixation the correct 

version of the marker was always implemented. 

Data analysis. A word was considered fixated when a fixation fell on one of its 

constituent character (corresponding to a syllable) or the blank space preceding it. 

Fixation durations of less than 70 ms and of more than 1000 ms were removed from 

analyses. In analyses of target words, deviations of fixation durations from the cell means 

of more than 3SD were also eliminated.  Excluded were also trials in which the first 

fixation on the target word was not preceded by a progressive saccade. Together with 

blinks or track losses, these restrictions resulted in the rejection of about 7.2% of all 

observations.  In the analyses of these data, initial fixation durations were defined as the 

duration of the first fixation on the word, irrespective of whether the target word was 

subsequently refixated.  Gaze durations included the time spent viewing the target during 

first pass reading, including the time spent refixating it, but excluding saccade durations. 

Total viewing time was the summed duration of all fixations made on the word. Saccade 

landing positions of incoming initial saccades were rounded to a tenth of a character 

before averaging; with the space preceding the target word coded as position 0.1 to 0.9 

(see Inhoff & Radach, 1998, Inhoff & Weger, 2003, & Rayner, 1998, for discussions of 

oculomotor measures). Target word based eye movement parameters were subjected to 
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mixed model analyses treating Subjects and Sentences as random effects. Condition, 

Preview, and the Condition x Preview Interaction were entered as fixed effects. Data 

analysis was carried out using SAS 9.0.  Means and standard errors for all dependent 

variables are presented in tables 2 and 3.  

 

Results 

Temporal Parameters 

 

Initial Fixation Duration. There were no main effects of both factors on the 

duration of initial fixations on target words as the overall differences in mean were only 2 

ms for condition  (F [1, 1238] = .06, p = .804) and 3 ms for Preview (F [1, 1238] = .39, p 

= .532). However, the Condition x Preview interaction turned out to be significant (F [1, 

1238] = 5.27, p = .022). Illegal preview had no significant effect in Condition 1, where 

parafoveal syntactic information was correct (8ms difference, t [1238] = -1.19, p = .233), 

but led to a significant 13 ms increase in initial fixation durations in Condition 2, where 

parafoveal syntactic information was incorrect (t [1238] = 2.04, p = .0413).  

Gaze Duration. While there was no main effect for Condition (1ms, F [1, 1238] 

= .00, p = .969), both the main effect for Preview (13ms, F [1, 1238] = 3.51, p = .061) 

and the Condition x Preview interaction (F [1, 1238] = 2.82, p = .093) approached 

significance. Apparently, both effects are mainly driven by Condition 2 (syntactic 

mismatch) with a substantial 25 ms effect for Preview (t [1238] = 2.49, p = .013), but 

similar to initial fixation duration, no significant effect for Preview in Condition 1 (1ms, t 

[1238] = .14, p = .889). 
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Total Reading Time. For total reading times the main effects for Condition 

showed a trend towards longer initial fixation durations in Condition 1 (67ms, F [1, 1238] 

= 3.07, p = .079) and a significant effect for Preview (31ms, F [1, 1238] = 4.53, p = .034) 

with longer initial fixation durations under illegal preview. The size of the preview 

effects amounted to 9 ms in Condition 1 and 52 ms in Condition 2 (see Table 2). 

Statistically, the Condition x Preview interaction was not significant (F [1, 1238] = 2.19, 

p = .139).  

Previous and next Fixation Duration. For previous fixation durations there were 

significant main effects for Condition (12ms,  F [1, 1238] = 4.07, p = .044) and Preview 

(10ms, F [1, 1238] =  4.66, p = .031). Illegal previews increased the duration of the 

preceding fixation by 12 ms when the mismatch was phonological (condition 1) and by 8 

ms when it was syntactic (condition 2). Again, the Condition x Preview interaction was 

not significant (F [1, 1238] = .11, p = .741). There were no significant main effects or 

interactions for next fixation durations (all Fs < 1), indicating that effects did not spill 

over to immediately following fixations. 

 

Fixation Probabilities and Spatial Parameters 

Fixation Probability. Given the fact that fixation probability ranged from .94 

to .96 for the cells of our experimental design (see Table 3), it is likely that a ceiling 

effect prevented any significant influence of condition or preview on fixation probability 

(all Fs < 1).   

Refixation Probability. The effect pattern for refixation probability was similar to 

the one reported above for gaze duration. Refixations were not affected by Condition (F 
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[1, 1238] = .00, p = .971), but showed a significant main effect for Preview (F [1,1238] = 

7.82, p = .005), with higher refixation probabilities in the illegal (.196) compared to the 

legal preview condition (.141).  There was no significant interaction (F [1,1238] = .57, p 

= .451). Incoming progressive saccade amplitudes and landing positions were not 

affected by any factor (all Fs < 1). 

It could be argued that some of our results, especially the parafovea-on-fovea 

effect on the preceding fixation duration is primarily driven by visual or orthographic 

dissimilarity between preview and target word. However, it should be kept in mind that 

the present experiment manipulated only the last of three characters (syllables) within 

each of the target words. Looking at our case marker pairs (see appendix A), it is clear 

that most of  the pairs used in the present work are quite similar, when, for example, the 

orthographic representations of phonemes of the object markers, /隙l/ (냹) and /l隙l/ (ꌱ), 

and topical markers, /隙n/ (냵) and /n隙n/ (鱉) share at least two phonemes and two 

graphemes, respectively. However, there is one exception, the subject case markers /傑/ (넩) 

and /ka/ (閵) that have distinctive phonological and thus orthographic forms. To address 

this potential source of variance, we eliminated the items involving the subject case 

markers /傑/ (넩) and /ka/ (閵), reducing the number of sentences per condition from 30 to 

20.  All of the analyses reported above were repeated with this reduced item pool and the 

results are also presented in tables 2 and 3. Rather than weakening the observed effects, a 

very similar pattern of results emerged in these supplementary analyses.   
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Temporal Parameters 

Initial Fixation Duration. For the reduced sample of items, there were again no 

main effects for Condition  (3ms, F [1, 829829] = .10, p = .757) or Preview (5ms, F [1, 

829829] = .65, p = .423). The Condition x Preview interaction was close to significance 

(F [1, 829] = 3.72, p = .054). Illegal preview had no significant effect in Condition 1, 

where parafoveal syntactic information was correct, (6 ms, t [829] = -.80, p = .423), but 

led to significantly longer initial fixation durations in Condition 2, where parafoveal 

syntactic information was incorrect (15 ms, t [829] = 1.91, p = .056). 

Gaze Duration. For trials with similar case markers the gaze duration results 

pattern was also replicated. There was no main effect for Condition (1ms, F [1, 829] 

= .04, p = .835), but the main effect for Preview (17ms, F [1, 829] = 4.07, p = .044) 

reached significance. The Condition x Preview interaction (F [1, 829] = 2.09, p = .149) 

did not reach significance, but data show the identical pattern – i.e., effects are mainly 

driven by Condition 2 (syntactic mismatch) with a 29 ms effect for Preview (t [829] = 

2.43, p = .016), but there was no significant effect for Preview in Condition 1 (5ms, t 

[829] = .41, p = .683). 

Total Reading Time. For total reading times the main effects for Condition (23ms, 

F [1,829] = .38, p = .539) did no longer show a trend towards significance in trials with 

similar markers. However, the main effect for Preview is more pronounced (41ms, F 

[1,829] = 6.71, p = .009) and the Condition x Preview interaction also reached 

significance (F [1,829] = 4.02, p = .041). Again, this interaction is driven by Condition 2 

(74ms, t [829] = 3.25, p = .001) whereas there was no significant effect of Preview in 

Condition 1 (9ms, t [829] = .39, p = .698).  
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Previous and next Fixation Duration. In the reduced item pool including trials 

with visually similar case markers (i.e., object and topical) there was a trend towards 

longer preceding fixation durations in Condition 1 (13ms, F [1,829] = 2.95, p = .086). 

The Preview effect is more pronounced (17ms, F [1,829] = 8.62, p = .003) and the 

Condition x Preview interaction was again not significant (F [1,829] = .01, p = .921). 

Illegal previews increased the duration of the preceding fixation by 17 ms when the 

mismatch was phonological (condition 1) and by 16 ms when it was syntactic (condition 

2).  There were no significant main effects or interactions for next fixation durations (all 

Fs < 1). 

 

Fixation Probabilities and Spatial Parameters 

Fixation Probability. Again, the probabilities of fixating a target ranged from .95 

to .98, perhaps creating a ceiling that prevented any significant effects (all Fs< 1). 

Refixation Probability. The probability of refixating a target word was not 

affected by Condition (F [1, 829] = .00, p = .845), but showed a significant main effect 

for Preview (F [1, 829] = 5.58, p = .018), with higher refixation probabilities in the illegal 

(.20) compared to the legal preview condition (.15). There was no significant interaction 

(F [1, 829] = .13, p = .714). Again, in the reduced item pool including only sentences 

with visually similar case markers, there were no significant effects on incoming saccade 

amplitude or initial landing position or (all Fs< 1). 

 

Discussion 
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The present study provided a clear cut and interesting pattern of results. First, for 

both conditions there was an early effect manifesting itself in a small but significant 

increase in the duration of the fixation made before entering the target word. This finding 

is in line with recent reports on semantic parafoveal on foveal effects in Chinese (Yan, 

Richter, Shu, & Kliegl, 2009; Yan, Zhou, Shu, & Kliegl [in press]; Yan, Risse, Zhou, & 

Kliegl [this volume]; Yang, Wang, Tong, & Rayner, in press), adding evidence from the 

Korean writing system to the ongoing debate about a more sequential vs. parallel nature 

of word processing in skilled reading. As part of this debate, it has been argued that 

parafoveal-to-foveal effects can be attributed to mislocated fixations based on saccades 

that were aimed at word N+1, but, as a result of saccadic undershoot, actually landed on 

word N (Rayner, White, Kambe, Miller & Liversedge, 2003). To address this concern, 

we repeated the analysis of the durations of fixations prior to entering the target word 

with all cases were saccade launch sites had been further away than two (syllabic) 

characters. This selection eliminated 41.5 percent of all observations, which is 

considerably more than any reasonably estimated percentage of potential undershoot 

cases (Engbert & Nuthmann, 2008). It is also likely to be more than were considered far 

launches by Drieghe, Rayner, & Pollatsek (2008), who considered three or fewer 

alphabetic characters from the beginning of an English word to be a near saccade launch 

distance. 

Looking at the subset of data with far launch sites, incorrect previews increased 

the duration of the preceding fixation by 27 ms when the mismatch was phonological 

(condition 1) and by 10 ms when it was syntactic (condition 2). These effects were 

numerically larger than the values we have reported above for the full data set so that the 
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overall Preview effect turned out to be slightly more pronounced (18ms, F [1,687] = 9.76, 

p = .002). There was a trend towards longer preceding fixation durations in Condition 1 

(14 ms, F [1,687] = 3.65, p = .056), while the Condition x Preview interaction was again 

not significant (F [1,687] = 2.14, p = .144). These data effectively rule out an explanation 

of the parafovea-on-fovea effect based on mislocated fixations.  

It is quite remarkable that this early effect materialized in both case marker type 

conditions, as these conditions represent different aspects of target word processing. In 

condition 1, the case marker used as the critical preview was syntactically correct but 

incompatible with the phonological context established by the preceding word. In 

condition 2, however, the marker used as a parafoveal preview was phonologically 

correct but did not fit with the syntactic function of the target noun in the sentence. 

Considering the phonological mismatch condition, it could have been the case that the 

articulatory characteristics of the pretarget word were available early enough to establish 

constraints on the nature of the correct parafoveal case marker, creating a mismatch that 

in turn caused the observed increase in pretarget fixation duration (see e.g., Lee, Rayner, 

& Pollatsek, 1999, for evidence on the time course of phonological processing in 

continuous reading in English). However, this interpretation appears unlikely, as the 

parafoveal on fovea effect was as strong in Condition 2, where the preview was 

phonologically correct.   

Another approach to interpreting the parafovea-on-fovea effect on prior fixation 

duration would be in terms of visual similarity between previews and target words. As 

indicated above, most of the pairs used in the present work are quite similar, as in the 

case of the object markers, /隙l/ (냹) and /l隙l/ (ꌱ), and topical markers, /隙n/ (냵) and /n隙n/ 
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(鱉) which share at least two phonemes and their corresponding graphemes. When the 

items with more visual dissimilarity between preview and target (i.e., the subject markers 

/傑/ 넩 and /ka/ 閵) were eliminated from the pool of sentences, virtually the same pattern 

of effects emerged. In the critical Condition 2 with a syntactic mismatch between preview 

and target, the size of the parafovea-on-fovea effect even increased from 8 to 16 ms.  

    Future studies should incorporate visual and/or orthographic similarity between 

pairs of case markers as a factor to determine whether the observed early parafoveal on 

foveal effect may also be mediated to some extent by low-level distinctiveness, rather 

than being exclusively based on syntactic/semantic or phonological appropriateness of 

what was visible in the parafovea. It should be emphasized, however, that there is no 

doubt that the parafovea-on-fovea effect obtained in this study is cognitive rather than 

visual in nature, as all previews constituted regular Korean words. 

The second, and much stronger, effect obtained in the present work manifested 

itself in the target gaze duration and total reading time in condition 2. In line with our 

hypothesis, there was a 24 ms increase in gaze duration, when there was a syntactic 

mismatch between preview and target, while in condition 1, where the preview was 

syntactically (and semantically) correct, gaze durations were virtually identical. The 

syntactic discrepancy effect increased to 50 ms in total viewing time, indicating that the 

parafoveal acquisition of inappropriate syntactic case marker information led to a 

substantial amount of target word re-reading. This finding points to difficulty with the 

integration of meaning on the sentence level as the main locus of the effect.  As noted 

earlier, case markers in Korean provide critical semantic information about the meaning 
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and role of nominals. Critically, because syntactic functions of nominals are not 

determined by word order, the readers’ meaning construction processes cannot be 

completed until the reader has identified case markers. It should be noted that this 

mechanism of utilizing parafoveal information for sentence-level construction of 

meaning goes beyond the recent reports of semantic preprocessing in Chinese reading, 

where semantic processing was focused on word meanings (Yan, Richter, Shu, and 

Kliegl, 2009; Yan, Zhou, Shu, and Kliegl, in press; Yan, Risse, Zhou, and Kliegl, in 

press). 

On a more global level, the finding in the present study might provide some 

insights into discrepant findings between studies with readers of Roman alphabet letters 

and studies with Chinese readers, given that the Korean writing system has characteristics 

of both – alphabetic and syllabic in orthographic representation. Studies with Roman 

alphabet writing systems have generally provided no evidence for semantic processing 

(but see Hohenstein et al., 2010, for an exception) whereas studies with Chinese readers 

have (e.g., Yan et al., 2009, in press; Yang et al., in press). Since these two writing 

systems are vastly different in many aspects, it is difficult to identify the causes of 

contradictive findings.  Suggested explanations for the sematic preview effect found in 

Chinese point towards characteristics of the Chinese writing system. For instance, 

Chinese has a syllabic (and morphemic) representation of characters compared to the 

linear grapheme representation of Roman alphabetic writing systems and therefore 

contains more dense information which may be easier to acquire from locations to the 

right of fixation within the perceptual span (Yang et al., in press). Moreover, the Chinese 

characters are meaning-based rather than phonology-based. Finally, it has been suggested 
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that meaning processing might be more critical for word recognition in Chinese because 

characters, not words, are the visually distinctive units and thus, readers are required to 

rely on context and information from the right of fixation to determine whether a 

character is a word or part of a word as a morpheme (Yang et al., in press; see also Liu, 

Inhoff,  Ye & Wu, 2002; Yen, Radach, Tzeng, & Tsai, in press).    

Korean has a syllabic writing system like Chinese but unlike Chinese, it is also 

alphabetic (thus called alphasyllabary). Given the existing similarities and differences, 

the preview effects found in the present study may be attributed to forces operating on 

two levels, one related to the orthographic characteristics implemented in the Hangul 

writing system and the other deeply rooted in structural characteristics. The critical 

structural feature is the left-branching nature of the Korean language. Left-branching or 

head-final languages such as Turkish, Japanese, Tamil, Basque and Korean tend to place 

dependents before head words (e.g., direct objects before verbs) and information critical 

for meaning processing is often delayed. As a matter of principle, “the amount and the 

type of left-ward embedding” allowed is endless (Mazuka & Lust, 1990, p. 168) so that 

clause boundaries as well as processing of many words within a sentence may remain 

highly uncertain (Koh, 1997). Therefore, there is a high demand for spatially distributed 

(parafoveal) processing, as any source of disambiguating information such as case 

markers, connectives, or verbs (all located at the end of the respective nominals, clauses, 

or sentences) must be accessed as quickly as possible to clarify meanings on the word 

and sentence level.  

Looking at the level of orthographic characteristics, it appears that the designers of 

the Hangul writing system attempted to tackle the problem we have just described. A 
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dedicated character is attached to a noun just for the purpose of resolving the semantic 

ambiguity of case role assignment via the immediate assignment of a syntactic class. 

Since case marking characters are located at the rightward edge of the word, spatially 

distributed (presumably parallel) character processing becomes critical for access to full 

word meaning. The compact format of syllable block characters in Hangul are 

particularly well suited to accommodate this demand, based on high information density 

within a relatively small spatial region. At the same time, word boundaries are clearly 

marked5 so that resources needed for parafoveal word segmentation in reading Chinese or 

Thai are available for spatially distributed processing on the syntactic and semantic level.      

Taken together, the results obtained in this study suggest that Korean readers are 

quite sensitive to high-level linguistic information in the parafovea. From a 

psycholinguistic point of view it makes perfect sense to place high importance on the 

immediate processing of case marking characters, given their role for the assignment of 

meaning (e.g. thematic roles) in Korean sentence processing. At the same time the high 

density of information in the unique syllable block structure of Korean script provides 

favorable conditions for parallel letter and word processing within a relatively limited 

perceptual span. More research will be needed to determine whether the case of high-

level parafoveal preview effect we have identified in this study represents the rule also 

for other types of spatially distributed word processing in Korean. It will also be 

interesting to see whether our findings can be generalized to the Japanese (Hiragana) 

                                                 
5 Spacing in Korean does not correspond to word boundaries found in English or other European languages. 

Instead, spacing is placed between meaning units more or less. For instance, in a sentence 꾶섡閵 뼎霅꾅 

闆鱽鲙. (Younghee is going to school), spaces are found after Younghee with a subject marker (꾶섡閵),  

after  a prepositional phrase (to the school, 뼎霅), and after verb phrase (is going, 闆鱽鲙). Please see Lee 

& Ramsey (2000) for further discussion on spacing and word boundary in English and Korean.  
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writing system, where a similar king of case marking is used to process sentence structure 

(e.g. Uehara, 1997).   

  Looking at the future development of theories and computational models for 

reading in Korean, the question arises which of the available modeling architectures will 

provide the best environment for this task (see Radach, Reilly, & Inhoff, 2007; Reichle, 

Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2003, for detailed discussions). While it seems feasible to develop a 

model of reading in Korean within both sequential (Reichle, Pollatsek, Fisher, & Rayner, 

1998) and processing gradient (Engbert, Nuthmann, Richter & Kliegl, 2005; Reilly & 

Radach, 2006) frameworks, we believe that the observed high-level preview effects will 

be most parsimoniously accounted for within a model that allows for some degree of 

parallel word processing across the perceptual span.        
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Appendix A: Sentences used in the experiment 

 

The highlighted parts are the critical case markers manipulated in this study, which are 

always the third character (and syllable) of the target word. The markers before a slash 

represent incorrect previews, whereas the ones after the slash are the correct markers as 

they were presented after implementing the display change. Each sentence is presented in 

Korean, followed by literal word-by-word translation in English, and more natural 

translation in English.  

 

Sentences used in Condition 1 

 

묉ꆽꟹ놹냹 ꚩꐩ 鶎ꪒ넩 ꩡ隱냹/ꌱ 颂덽뗹 ꎐ넽陁 ꏮ꽽걪鱽鲙. 

Television / watch while / little brother / apple (object) / skin with / deliciously / ate. 

 My little brother ate an apple deliciously with skin on (or enjoyed an apple) while 

watching TV. 

 

넭閹냵 鶎ꓱ隱鱉 鲡ꍡ 閵렍꿵 넍ꖭ냹/ꌱ 띉霡뼍隕 겙뾹뼍鱉 눩녡넺鱽鲙. 

Humans / animals with / different / value and / meaning (object) / seek and / realize / 

being are. 

 Humans, unlike animals, seek and realize value and meaning.  

 

샍볁ꅁꩽ鱉 ꐺ륁뼍隕 껹ꌹ鲙끩 ꭁꍡ냹/ꌱ 驩鱉 ꐺ뗲 닆넍 ꐺ뗲ꩽ넺鱽鲙. 

A bush warbler / clear and / beautiful / sound (object) / master singer / among / master 

singer bird is.  

 A bush warbler is one of the master singer birds which produce clear and beautiful 

sounds.  

 

 

덵驑 늱꾅 놹겑鷑 鞭ꍱ넍 뇑ꑞ냵 녅냕냹/ꌱ 뗳껹 閵鱉 ꩡꅁ麙넩꽽걪鱽鲙. 

Last / week / displayed / painting’s / title / freedom (object) / seek / going / people was 
/ The title of the displayed painting last week was people seeking freedom (freedom 

seekers). 

 

 

넩 겑閹꾅鱉 겕髹韥쁂 뱮뎆냱ꈑ 陲뇑냹/ꌱ 쁁ꚪ겑멝 ꜹ麙꾅 隵뼩 

鬱넍뼍陕걪鱽鲙. 

This/ hour at / new year/project/special for/economy (object) / recover / people / about / 

discuss will. 

 As a new year special, at this hour we will discuss people who contributed to 

recovery of economy.  

 

 

鵹鵹뼑 넩ꖭ덵ꌱ 녅ꅆ뼍鴍 ꩡꅁ넩 鮽ꓱꌱ/냹 鞵괲넩ꐥ ꎅ냹 넩꽽걪鱽鲙. 
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Arrogant / image / boast / person / tear (object) / swell up / speak / continue. 

 (He/She) who used to boast with an arrogant attitude continued to speak with tears 

swelling up.  

 

띉끩 驕껝꾅鵹 ꜽ霡뼍隕 ꗉ頚꾅 ꩡ덹ꌱ/냹 ꫭ겑閹鶎껽 꾩겡섽 뗂꽽걪鱽鲙. 

Cold / weather / despite / outside / photos (object) / three hour during / diligently / 

took. 

 Despite cold weather, I (or he or she) took photos outside for three hours diligently.   

 

 

 

뭪ꩱ陮ꩩ隱 韵렍ꚩ경냱ꈑ 븭뎅뼑 놵髶ꌱ/냹 뼩陥뼍隕 ꯎꭁꈑ 鶁껹뀉걪鱽鲙. 

Bacon and / kimchi wrap with / abundant / dinner (object) / solve and / lodge to / 

returned. 

We returned to our hotel after substantial dinner with bacon and kimchi wrap.  

 

녅믡ꍡ 겑閹 쀑끞냱ꈑ 鞭驕 ꗥ끩 驩끞ꌱ/냹 뙕놵섽 ꚪ걪뼩 쁝隱閵 넽꽽걪鱽鲙. 

Leftover / time / use / the day / learn / content (object) / perfectly / review / effect / 

there was. 

It was effective to use small in-between times and review the day’s content.  
 

꾽ꯕ놶 陲덵꾅 꿙ꌭ麤 ꎙꇚ놶넭 넁껺ꌱ/냹 뙢닆꾅陁 섕ꢆ 麙ꇙ늱隕 넽걪鱽鲙. 

Artistic / level at / reach as if / attractive / music (object) / audience to / profusely / 

have them listen / --ing. 

 (The artist) is playing a charming piece of music to audience as if s/he was in 

epiphany.   

 

껹ꓩꍡ 셍麙꽩鵹 눥鞽ꎁ 뗭隕 쁁ꩡ냵/鱉 鞭ꎁ鸅ꐩ 껽鷑鲙隕 뼽걪鱽鲙. 

No matter how / difficult / a little only / endure and / company (topical) / quit if / don’t 
/ said. 

S/he said that how matter how difficult it is, be patient and do not quit the company.  

 

꿡뼩 閵냹 꼝ꙉ꾅 ꗑ븑뼑 넩 鬭ꅍ냵/鱉 雑뗣냵 阸 闎냵鴥 넭韥閵 꽻걪鱽鲙. 

This year / autumn / album in / present / this / song (topical) / good / thing / seems but / 

popularity / lack. 

 The song that came out in the fall album seems good to me, but it is not popular.  

 

險ꜵꌱ 꾩겡섽 뼍덵鱉 껿꼍덵ꎁ 뼎霅냵/鱉 ꎙ넱 ꜵ덵ꆥ섽 鲙鬉걪鱽鲙. 

Study / hard / do / not but / school (topical) / daily / diligently / went. 

 Although I did not study hard, I went to school diligently everyday.  

 

덹뇊ꫦ냹 閵덵덵 ꑰ뼑 꼹볂뼑 ꙵ쀉냵/鱉 꿙ꅍ 덵몦뼍덵 ꑰ뼍陁 鷞鱽鲙. 
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Authenticity / possess / not / shallow / change (topical) / long / last / cannot / become. 

 Unauthentic, shallow change cannot last long.  

 

ꪒ쁹 넱髹 ꖭꎁ 鷑 껹韥넍 ꜵꑝ냵/鱉 냖껹겑閹냹 ꩡ끞뼕 ꯍ 넽걪鱽鲙. 

After birth / one year / less than / become / baby’s / parents (topical) / nursing time / 
use / can / (copula). 

 Parents who have a baby less than a year old can use maternity leave.   

 

ꩶ겒놶냱ꈑ 쁁ꩡ꾅 넱냹 뼑 겑閹鱉/냵 鞱ꓩ겑閹냱ꈑ 넭뇊鷍꽩꼱 뼞鱽鲙. 

Common sense / workplace at / work / do / time (topical) / office hours / be 

acknowledge / needs to.  

 It is a common sense that hours spent working at the office is considered working 

(on-duty) hours.  

 

 

꽆넭隱 ꟹ霅뼩 鶎꽆넭넍 꽱霩鱉/냵 鲵뙩ꈑ 꽩ꇙ ꚩ넩鱉 陲끥閵 ꎃ걪鱽鲙. 

Westerner to / compared / Asians’ / face (topical) / generally / young / seem / case / 
prevalent. 

 Asians’ faces tend to look young compared to those of Westerners. 
 

겑閹넩 ꎃ넩 섍ꆵ덵ꎁ 넱ꩶꪒ쀑 ꑝ걪鱉/냵 덵鞽隱 鲙ꌩ덵 껿꼍鴍 阸 闎걪鱽鲙. 

Time / much / pass but / daily / life / image (topical) / now with / different / not / thing / 

appear.  

 Much time has passed by, but it seems that daily life (in those days) does not seem 

to be different from today.   

 

꾢ꩡ놶냱ꈑ 뼑霢ꩡ쁁꾅 霅냖鱉/냵 껹늱 닆끉뼑 낹렍ꌱ 뗝덵뼍隕 넽걪鱽鲙. 

Historically / Korean / society in / education (topical) / very / important / status / taken 

/ has. 

 Education has been very important historically in Korean society. 

 

ꩩ냹 ꠱ꇙꐩ 겒넩끉Ꙋ隱 뼝颍 끩鶎鱉/냵 뻹ꯍꈑ ꠱魈냹 ꯍ 꽻鱉 阸넺鱽鲙. 

Weight / lose if / diet and / with / exercise (topical) / essentially / miss / can / not / is. 

 If you want to lose weight, exercise is essential along with diet. 

 

넩 꾶쀉鱉 쀉뼩꿵 끥ꍡ넍 눩녡넩/閵 闋鱉 넍ꖭꌱ 隕뗥뼑 녆븽넺鱽鲙. 

This / movie / reconciliation and / our / existence (subject) / have / meaning (object) / 

contemplate /work is. 

 This movie depicted reconciliation and the meaning of our existence.  

 

눥냝냹 뼍덵 껿껹 뻱껹鬭 ꩶ몑넩/閵 껹늱 뉀덵 껿냵 阸 闎걪鱽鲙. 

Tuning / do / not / piano / condition / very / good / not / thing / seems. 
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 Due to lack of tuning, the piano does not appear to be in good condition. 

 

뾹鲵ꩡ쁁꾅鱉 霢閵閹넍 隵陹넩/閵 ꚪ녖뼕 ꯍ ꗋ꾅 꽻걪鱽鲙. 

Modern society in / nation / between / relation (subject) / complex / thing / only / not 

 In modern society, it is inevitable that the relations between countries are complex.  

 

꾥ꄲ넩 꽻鲙閵 넩ꌭ ꩽ꙲꾅 렑霡넩/閵 놵뼑묁 ꓭ녅ꌱ ꚩ驽걪鱽鲙. 

Contact / was not / early / morning at / friend (subject) / me to / text message / sent. 

 After no contact, early this morning my friend sent me a text message. 

 

넁겒뇅꾅 隕韥ꌱ 露鱉 ꎐ驑 驹ꩽ넩/閵 ꓭꗋ 韭阥ꍡ頁덵 ꭉꭉ 驡걪鱽鲙. 

Restaurant at / meat / grill / delicious / smell (subject) / outside / street / fragrantly / 

occur. 

 The smell of grilling meat from the restaurant was evident outside even in the street.  

 

뉀냵 넱냵 ꎃ넩 뼍ꐩ 뼕 ꯍꈒ ꍽ넁閵/넩 ꜵ녅閵 鷍꽩 껹늱 ꦁ麤뼞鱽鲙. 

Good / work / many / do if / do / more / mind (subject) / become / very / proud.  

 I am proud that the more good things I do, the more I become happy in my heart.  

 

鲙넁 늱 꽩ꏭ鲍 ꪒ겕냹 ꎓ껹 꿝 閵눦閵/넩 넁겒뇅꾅 ꑝ넩韥ꈑ 뼽걪鱽鲙. 

Next / week / mother-in-law / birthday / celebrate / whole / family (subject) / restaurant 

at / gather / decided.  

 The whole family decided to meet at a restaurant for my mother’s birthday next 
week.  

 

ꏭꍡ閵 頝騌뼍陁 ꎆ껹덵隕 韥ꜹ閵/넩 ꩶ륁뼩덵鱉 ꯧꭂ뽚넺鱽鲙. 

Head / clearly / become clear / mood (subject) / fresh become / forest scent is. 

 This is the scent of woods that makes us feel alert and refreshed.  

 

꽱霩넩 ꠝ闑덵ꐥ ꯍ닂꽩뼍鱉 븑뇊閵/넩 ꩽꩱ ꯑ덹뼍陁 鱅颩눁걪鱽鲙. 

Face / red become / bashful / expression (subject) / again / innocent / felt. 

 Her blush and shy expression on her face made me feel again that she is innocent.  

 

 

껹鶎뙢ꭁ髹 ꓭ뼎넍 뱮뎊隱 녆븽閵/넩 띉霡뼍鱉 ꫭ陹ꌱ 鬱뼽걪鱽鲙. 

Youth / literature’s / characteristics  and / work (subject) / seeking / world / elaborate. 
 (He/she) elaborated on the characteristics and the world that youth literature 

pursues.   

 

Sentences used in Condition 2 
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陲뇑鱉 ꟹ꼲놶냱ꈑ ꗑ놹뼽隕 뇊렍ꌱ/鱉 넩뇑 ꟹꈑꭁ 껽뇊냹 뗳꼍걪鱽鲙. 

Economy / rapidly / developed / politics (object/topical) / now / finally / stability 

(object) / recuperated.   

 The economy made a rapid development and the politics (government) finally 

became more stable.  

 

녅꾥냹 鲣냵 껹넩ꈑ 멙끥ꇙ隕 꽹ꍽꌱ/鱉 렑녅꾥늱넍 뇑븽냹 霡넺뼞鱽鲙. 

Nature / resemble / child / raise / mother (object/topical) / nature friendly / product / 

purchase. 

 The mother purchases eco-friendly products so that her child comes to 

love/respect nature.  

 

ꗑ븑꾅 黥ꌩꐩ 섖꾥냝넩 閵녚 魇냵 霢閵ꌱ/鱉 鞭ꍡ걙ꈑ 驍멵驡걪鱽鲙. 

Report / according to / smoking rate / most / high / country (object/topical) / Greece 

/ (copula).  

 According to the report, the country with the highest smoking rate was Greece.  

 

녅겕隱 놹뾵 隵陹꽻鱉 ꑝꌩ鱉 놹쀉閵/鱉 ꗐ덵 ꎅ隕 ꗉꈑ 駿鱉 阸넩 뉀걪鱽鲙. 

Oneself with / never / irrelevant / unknown / phone call (subject/topical) / receive / 

not and / immediately / hang / up / better.   

 It is advisable that you should not answer a phone call from an unknown person.  

 

闑ꫦ넩 闊뼑 겑鲵넭ꎁ먱 驍ꎁ넍 ꫭ陹閵/鱉 驩閵 ꎁ麙꽩閵꼱 뼞鱽鲙. 

Individuality / strong / a time since / my won / world (subject/ topical) / I / should 

make. 

 I should create a world of mine since it is a time of strong individuality.  

 

 

ꩫ냹 붢髈陁 陲뾍뼍隕녅 뼕 鼁 ꓭ뼎냹/냵 뉀냵 ꭁ녡ꌱ 뇑險뼩닂鱽鲙. 

Life / widely / experience want to / do / when / literature (object/topical) / good / 

topics /  provide. 

 When you want to have a rich experience of life, literature provides good topics.   

 

鞭넍 뵾껽뼑 넹눺냹 덵룑ꚩꐥ 늲넁냹/냵 鸅ꇙ끩 阸넩 껹鲍냹 頝鲡꼍걪鱽鲙. 

His / peaceful / imminent death / watching / death (object/topical) / fearful / thing / 

not (object) / realized. 

 S/he realized that death is not something to fear as s/he watched his peaceful 

death.  

 

ꯍꎁꐺ넩 鲙髵閹 뼩끩鲵넍 껹렝냹/냵 꺥ꆽ韥ꈑ 閵麒뗡 ꑝ걪넺鱽鲙. 

Tens of thousands of people / come by / Haeoondae’s / morning (object/topical) / 
gargage with / filled / image is. 
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 Haeoondae is filled with trash in the morning after tens of thousands of people 

had come by. 

 

꽩ꇭ냹 鼁넍 ꪒ閶隱鱉 鲡ꍡ ꩡꅆ넩/냵 駿넹꽻鱉 鬭ꇚ隱 駽韥ꌱ 뻹끉ꈑ 뼞鱽鲙. 

Childhood / when / thinking with / different from / love (subject/topical) / ceaseless / 

effort and / patience / needed / is. 

 Different from one’s childhood thinking, loves requires ceaseless effort and 
patient. 

 

껹ꓩꍡ ꩡꅆ뼑鲙 뼍鴉ꄱ鵹 녅겒넩/냵 陥霢 齕驍ꚩ驩꼱 뼍鱉 눩녡넺鱽鲙. 

No matter how much / love / despite / children (subject/topical) / eventually / leave / 

send / --ing / being is. 

 No matter how much you love your children, you eventually have to let them go.   

 

 

끥ꍡ閵 ꩡ鱉 ꭁ닆뼑 넩 黺꾅 驍ꓩꌱ/閵 꽻냱ꐩ ꪒ몑陹閵 꽩齰陁 鷕덵 

霶鞽뼞鱽鲙. 

We / living / precious / this / earth on / tree (object/subject) / not exist if / ecosystem 

/ how / become / wonder. 

 I wonder about what would happen to ecosystem if there are no trees on this earth 

on which we live. 

 

陁겑볅냹 렍뼍隕鱉 넩ꆥ ꓭ뇑ꌱ/閵 ꪒ韩 阸 闎껹 ꍽ넁넩 鲪鲪뼞鱽鲙. 

Bulletin board (object) / install / this / problem (object/subject) / transpire / seems / 

heart / frustrated.  

 I am frustrated because it seems that this problem has occurred since the 

installation of a bulletin board.  

 

녆髹 鲵뭪ꇮ 阥 陥隱鱉 꾢ꩡꌱ/閵 ꗉ駁鱉 ꫭ韥넍 넱鲵 ꩡ阩넩꽽걪鱽鲙.  

Last year / presidential / election / result / history (object/subject) / changing / 

century’s / remarkable / event was.  

 The result of the presidential election last year was a remarkable, history 

changing event.  

 

쀂ꯍ뙍ꆱ ꖵꇙ驍꿝 鰩걙鼁ꓭ꾅 뼍ꊝ鱉/閵 鲙 閵鵹ꈒ 뽽鴊넩ꐥ 

뒈껹鲙鬉걪鱽鲙. 

Flood like / gush / come out / news because of / one day (topical/subject) / all / pass 

by / hectically / ran around. 

 I was swamped with work the whole day due to a lot of news.  

 

껹ꓩꍡ 韥ꯕ넩 ꗑ놹뼩鵹 넭閹꾅陁 꽭꽩鱉/閵 꽻鲙ꐩ ꩩ韥 셍麙阸넺鱽鲙. 

No matter how / technology / develop despite / humans to / language 
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(topical/subject) / not exist if / living / will be difficult. 

 No matter how advanced technology develops, it will be difficult to live without 

language. 

 

鲮겕냹 뜑隕ꈑ ꩡꅆ뼩늱鱉 驝뵭냹/넩 鷍鵹ꈒ ꎙ넱 ꎙ넱 鬭ꇚ뼍陕걪鱽鲙. 

You / the most / loving / husband (object/subject) / become to / daily / daily / strive 

will.  

 I will strive everyday to be the husband who loves you the most.   

 

꿙鱍黥ꄱ 녆냵 껹넩閵 녅韥 넩ꌹ냹/넩 ꍽ넁꾅 껽麕鲙隕 믡뇊ꜵꇭ걪鱽鲙. 

Today particularly / younger / child / oneself / name (object/subject) / mind in / do 

not like / whined. 

 My second child was whining that s/he does not like his/her name today in 

particular. 

 

빂ꜵ뼑 넭ꇚ녅낅냹 넩끞뼩 鲵뼎냹/넩 韥쁹ꙵ쀉꾅 꼓녚꼱 뼞鱽鲙. 

Plenty / human resource / using / university (object/subject) / climate change / lead / 

should. 

 Universities should lead climate change effort using abundant human resource.  

 

녅냕 鹙꾅鱉 ꗍ麑겑 鞭꾅 鲵뼑 뗺넹냵/넩 黥ꄱ꿙陁 鷍꽩넽넁냹 녅閶뼽걪鱽鲙. 

Freedom / behind / certainly / that / about / responsibility (topical/subject) / follow / 

bound to/ realized.   

 S/he realized that freedom certainly requires responsibility.  

 

ꐼ 髹 鶎껽 鬭ꇚ뼑 陥隱ꈑ 鬭넭냵/넩 ꩩ鴍 뎆냹 麑黉꽩 뗳껹驽걪鱽鲙. 

Several years for / effort / result as / finally/ old man (topical/subject) / having lived 

/ house / found out. 

 Thanks to years of effort, we finally found the house that the old man used to 

live.  

 

꾩껺뼑 쀍陲꾅鵹 闑넭넍 넩넪ꚩ鲙 ꩡ쁁閵/ꌱ 낹뼩 넱뼍鱉 뙢髹넺鱽鲙. 

Inadequate / environment despite / individuals’ / benefit rather than / society 
(subject/object) / for / working / young man is.  

 (He) is a young man who works for the benefit of society rather than individuals 

even in a poor environment.    

 

鶎驝껹꾅 넱늱넱 꾡뼾闉鲙閵 鲩ꗥ閵/ꌱ 꾡ꆡ ꚩꊝ ꩡ閵덵隕 麙꽩뀉걪鱽鲙. 

East South Asia in / a week / trip / went / tobacco (subject/object) / several / packs 

about / buy / came back. 

뾍뼑 隝뎑韥꾅 넩ꆥ 끺녚뼑 鲙ꍡ閵/ꌱ ꎁ麙 ꯍ 넽鲙鱉 陁 鬵ꅂ걪鱽鲙. 

Steep / valley in / this / grant / bridge (subject/object) / build / thing / can / the fact / 
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surprising. 

 It is surprising that people can build a grand bridge in this steep valley.  

꽭뇑驍 驍ꌱ 끞뼩 늱鱉 ꗉ鲙鱉/ꌱ 걙뢵렍뼍ꐥ ꗉ鲙꿵 넩꼱韥뼍ꇪ鱽鲙. 

Always / me / forgive / -ing / sea (topical/object) / sketch while / sea with / talk will. 

 I am going to talk to the ocean while sketching the ocean which is always 

forgiving.  

 

ꫭꩩ뎑ꍡ 黭껹넩閵 꽹ꍽ ꏭꍡ鱉/ꌱ ꠌ꽩늱鱉 ꑝ걪냵 ꓩ뙎 闅鶎넩꽽걪鱽鲙. 

Three years old / daughter / mom’s / hair (topical/object) / brushing / image / very 
much / touching. 

 

 

넭閹꾅 鲵뼩 덵겒냹 곈냱ꇙꐩ 넭閹넩/냹 덶뇆 鲵ꐩ뼍鱉 閵녚 뉀냵 ꗞꙊ넺鱽鲙. 

Humans / about / knowledge / accumulate if / humans (subject/object) / directly / 

facing / the / best/ method is. 

 If you want to be knowledgeable about human beings, the best method is to 

interact with human beings face to face.   

 

뀭ꈑ끩 ꗙ꾅鱉 ꙹ넩 ꎃ껹덵鱉 頁鲢넩/냹 넩뇑꼱 ꟹꈑꭁ 꼁陁 鷍꽽걪鱽鲙. 

Lonely / night at / star / become numerous / reason (subject/object) / just now / 

finally / know / came to.  

 I finally realized the reason why there are more starts at a lonely night.  

 

駿넹꽻넩 끥ꍡ넍 ꍽ넁隱 ꪒ閶넩/냹 쁽ꇝ겑룑 驍閵鱉 陁 뻹끉뼞鱽鲙. 

Ceaseless / our / mind and / thoughts (subject/object) / training / is / needed.  

 It is necessary to continuously train our minds and thoughts. 

 

ꚭ넭넍 넍ꩡ꿵 隵陹꽻넩 뇊麕 隕뽚냵/냹 齕驑鲙鱉 阸냵 閵걩 껹뺽 넱넺鱽鲙. 

Oneself’s / intention with / irrelevant / attached / hometown (topical/object) / that / 

heart / hurting / occasion is. 

 Leaving one’s hometown against one’s will is a heartbreaking event  
 

ꩡ쁁넍 꾡ꆡ 눥덶麙넩 셍꽻鱉 闑넭냵/냹 꼊ꗊ뼍鱉 阸냵 ꟹ阶뼞鱽鲙. 

Society’s / several / organizations / helpless / individuals (topical/object) / supress / -

- ing  (topical) / cowardly is. 

 It is cowardly for societal organizations to suppress helpless individuals.    
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Table 1 

 

Illustration of the experimental design using examples of experimental sentences before vs. after the display change in condition 1 

(phonological mismatch) and condition 2 (syntactic mismatch).  

 

Note 
Condition 1 = Phonologically incorrect, but syntactically correct case marker during preview  

Condition 2 =  Phonologically correct, but syntactically incorrect case marker during preview 

In the English literal translation slashes represent word spacing matched to the Korean sentence; strings in parentheses denote case markers used in 

the sentence. 

  

 Before change  After change 

Condition 1 

 
넭閹냵 鶎ꓱ隱鱉 鲡ꍡ 閵렍꿵 넍ꖭ냹 띉霡뼍隕 겙뾹뼍鱉 눩녡넺鱽鲙. 넭閹냵 鶎ꓱ隱鱉 鲡ꍡ 閵렍꿵 넍ꖭꌱ 띉霡뼍隕 겙뾹뼍鱉 눩녡넺鱽鲙. 

IPA phonetic 

transcription (after 

change) 

/傑nkanun to┕mulkwan隙n tall傑 kat検傑wa 隙傑m傑l隙l t検ukuhako 検傑lhj肩nhan隙n conc計傑pn傑ta/ 

Literal word-for-word 

translation to English 

Humans (topical) / animals with / different / value and / meaning (object) / seek and / realize (conjunctive) 

/ being are.  

English translation Humans, unlike animals, are beings which seek and realize value and meaning. 

  

 Before change  After change 

Condition 2  陁겑볅냹 렍뼍隕鱉 넩ꆥ ꓭ뇑ꌱ ꪒ韩 阸 闎껹 ꍽ넁넩 鲪鲪뼞鱽鲙. 陁겑볅냹 렍뼍隕鱉 넩ꆥ ꓭ뇑閵 ꪒ韩 阸 闎껹 ꍽ넁넩 鲪鲪뼞鱽鲙. 

IPA phonetic 

transcription (after 

change) 

/k計検傑pan隙l s肩lt検傑hagos肩n隙n 傑r肩n munc計ka s計┕k傑nk肩k kata ma隙m傑 taptaphapn傑ta/ 

Literal word-for-word 

translation to English 

Bulletin board (object) / install / this / problem (object/subject) / transpire / seems / heart / frustrated.  

 

English translation I am frustrated because it seems that this problem has occurred since the installation of a bulletin board. 
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Table 2 

Key temporal eye movement parameters for target fixations by experimental condition. Means (SE) are based on 1242 (all markers) 

and 833 (similar markers) observations.   

 Initial fixation 

duration 

Gaze duration Total reading time Previous fixation 

duration 

Next fixation 

duration 

 all 

markers 

similar  

markers 

all 

markers 

similar  

markers 

all 

markers 

similar  

markers 

all 

markers 

similar 

markers 

all 

markers 

similar 

markers 

Condition 1: 

Correct preview 

242 

(8) 

242 

(9) 

273 

(12) 

272 

(13) 

496          

(36) 

465 

(35) 

226 

(7) 

226 

(8) 

225 

(7) 

224 

(8) 

Condition 1: 

Phonological 

mismatch 

233 

(8) 

236 

(9) 

274 

(12) 

277 

(13) 

505          

(36) 

474 

(35) 

238 

(7) 

243 

(8) 

230 

(7) 

235 

(8) 

Condition 2: 

Correct preview 

229 

(8) 

229 

(9) 

262 

(12) 

263 

(13) 

407          

(36) 

409 

(36) 

216 

(7) 

214 

(8) 

229 

(7) 

225 

(8) 

Condition 2: 

Syntactic mismatch 

242 

(8) 

245 

(9) 

287 

(12) 

291 

(13) 

459           

(36) 

484 

(36) 

224 

(7) 

230 

(8) 

229 

(7) 

227 

(8) 

Notes.  All values given in ms. Data in the “all markers” columns include trials with subject, topical, and object markers. Data in the 
“similar marker” columns only include topical and object markers.  
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Table 3 

Key spatial parameters and fixation probabilities on target words. Means (SE) are based on 1242 (all markers) and 833 (similar 

markers) observations. 

 Fixation probability Refixation 

probablitity 

Initial landing 

position 

Incoming saccade 

amplitude 

 all 

markers 

similar 

markers 

all 

markers 

similar 

markers 

all 

markers 

similar 

markers 

all 

markers 

similar 

markers 

Condition 1:      

Correct preview 

.95  

(.01) 

.95 

(.01) 

.13  

(.02) 

.14 

(.02) 

1.44  

(.08) 

1.94 

(.08) 

6.98  

(.43) 

6.71 

(.53) 

Condition 1: 

Phonological 

mismatch  

.96  

(.02) 

.96 

(.02) 

.21  

(.02) 

.20 

(.03) 

1.39  

(.08) 

1.90 

(.08) 

6.80  

(.56) 

6.33 

(.53) 

Condition 2:      

Correct preview 

.95  

(.01) 

.98 

(.02) 

.15  

(.02) 

.16 

(.03) 

1.42  

(.06) 

1.90 

(.08) 

7.27  

(.59) 

7.10 

(.53) 

Condition 2: 

Syntactic 

mismatch  

.94 

(.01) 

.95 

(.01) 

.19 

(.02) 

.20 

(.03) 

1.37 

(.05) 

1.84 

(.08) 

6.81  

(.47) 

6.74 

(.53) 

Notes.  Initial landing position and incoming saccade amplitude are given in character (syllable) units. 


